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Key Points

• Our study delineates
a signaling pathway and
molecular mechanism that
band-stage neutrophils
acquire to gain monocytic
characteristics.

• Band-stage neutrophils from
G-CSF–mobilized blood
differentiate into monocytic
cells upon recruitment to
inflammatory sites.

During inflammation, neutrophils are rapidly mobilized from the bone marrow storage

pool into peripheral blood (PB) to enter lesional sites, where most rapidly undergo

apoptosis. Monocytes constitute a second wave of inflammatory immigrates, giving rise

to long-lived macrophages and dendritic cell subsets. According to descriptive

immunophenotypic andcell culture studies, neutrophilsmaydirectly “transdifferentiate”

into monocytes/macrophages. We provide mechanistic data in human and murine

models supporting the existence of this cellular pathway. First, the inflammatory

signal–induced MKK6-p38MAPK cascade activates a monocyte differentiation program

in human granulocyte colony-stimulating factor–dependent neutrophils. Second,

adoptively transferred neutrophils isolated fromG-CSF–pretreatedmice rapidly acquired

monocyte characteristics in response to inflammatory signals in vivo. Consistently,

inflammatory signals led to the recruitment of osteoclast progenitor cell potential fromex

vivo–isolated G-CSF–mobilized human blood neutrophils. Monocytic cell differentiation

potential was retained in left-shifted band-stage neutrophils but lost in neutrophils from

steady-statePB.MKK6-p38MAPKsignaling inHL60modelcells led todiminishmentof the

transcription factor C/EBPa, which enabled the induction of a monocytic cell differentiation program. Gene profiling confirmed

lineage conversion from band-stage neutrophils to monocytic cells. Therefore, inflammatory signals relayed by the MKK6-p38MAPK

cascade induce monocytic cell differentiation from band-stage neutrophils. (Blood. 2014;124(17):2713-2724)

Introduction

Gain- and loss-of-function studies of particular transcription factors
showed that leukocyte lineage identity can be plastic (eg, B cells can be
converted into macrophages).1 In addition, leukocytes may lose lineage
identity in response to specificmicroenvironmental signals as shown for
CD41 helper T-cell subpopulations2 and myelomonocytic cells.3 For
example,macrophagesmaydevelop intoM1orM2phenotypes,4 or into
myeloid-derived suppressor cells (MDSCs), depending on microenvi-
ronmental signals.5 In addition, in vitro studies demonstrated that
murine6,7 or human8,9 differentiated postmitotic neutrophils can
acquire a monocytic/macrophage/dendritic cell (DC) phenotype.
This latter finding was surprising, because granulocyte/monocyte
lineage separationwas believed to occur at the clonogenic progenitor
cell stage, and monocyte committed progenitor cells have recently
been isolated.10,11 Moreover, certain transcription factors (eg,
C/EBPa, Gfi-1, Egr-1, Klf4, Pu.1) are differentially involved in
granulocyte vs monocyte development from shared progenitors.12,13

It is interesting to speculate that “transdifferentiation” of neutrophils
into monocytic cells only occurs in response to inflammatory signals.
Left-shifted granulopoiesis is defined as the appearance in the pe-
ripheral blood (PB) of band-stage neutrophils. Upon egressing from
blood vessels, bone marrow–derived band-stage neutrophils can
enter disease-specific microenvironments.

Activation states and expression levels of lineage-determining
transcription factors are tightly controlledbyupstreamkinasepathways
whose activity in turn is dependent on extracellular cues. p38MAPK is
strongly activated by environmental stress and inflammatory cytokines
but not by growth factors.14 Four different isoforms (a, b, g, and d) of
p38 have been described with overlapping substrate specificity and are
activated by upstream mitogen-activated protein kinase kinases 3
and 6 (MKK3 and MKK6). MKK6 was shown to phosphorylate all
isoforms of p38, whereas MKK3 was shown to be more restricted
(activation of p38a, p38g, p38d).15 Notably, phosphorylated MKK6
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was identified as a strong immunohistology marker for lesional
monocytic cells and synoviocytes in rheumatoid arthritis.16 p38
signaling has also been implicated in neutropenia17 and is activated
by toll-like receptor (TLR) signaling in hematopoietic progenitor cells
concomitant with TLR-induced monocyte/DC differentiation.18

The present study was prompted by our initial observations that
conditional MKK6-p38MAPK activation in granulocyte colony-
stimulating factor (G-CSF)–dependent neutrophils leads to the
activation of a monocyte differentiation program. Because thus far
the existence of this cellular pathway was supported only by in vitro
cell culture data, we considered mechanistic experiments to be of
substantial relevance. Here, data from mouse and human support
a model of monocytic cell differentiation from G-CSF–mobilized
band-stage neutrophils under inflammatory conditions via MKK6
activation.

Materials and methods

Cell lines and primary cell culture

Control vector- or dominant active (d.a.)MKK6-expressing HL60 cells were
generated by cotransducing TA-mCD8a either together with HR-NGFR or
HR-d.a.MKK6-NGFR followed by single-cell cloning for obtaining optimal
DOX-inducible clones. Cell lines were maintained in RPMI medium, 10% fetal
calf serum, penicillin/streptomycin (P/S; 125 U/mL each), and L-glutamine
(complete RPMI). Cord-blood samples were collected during healthy full-term
deliveries with both approval from theMedical University of Vienna institutional
review board and informed consent according to the Declaration of Helsinki.
CD341cells, neutrophils, andmonocyteswere isolatedaspreviouslydescribed.19

Neutrophils and monocytes from CD341 cells were generated as previously
described.19 To generate neutrophils, CD341 cells (2-53 104/mL per well) were
plated in X-VIVO15 medium supplemented with G-CSF (100 ng/mL) and stem
cell factor (20 ng/mL) for 12 to 14 days. Themediumwas partially exchanged for
fresh medium containing cytokines every 3 days. A detailed list of cytokines is
found in the supplemental data, available on the Blood Web site. Osteoclasts
derived from neutrophil-derived monocytic cells were generated with macro-
phage colony-stimulating factor (M-CSF) (25 ng/mL) and receptor activator of
nuclear factor kB ligand (RANKL) (100 ng/mL) as described.20 Cytokines and
reagents are listed in the supplementalmethods.NeutrophilsofG-CSF–mobilized
(10mg/kg body weight Neupogen [Amgen Europe] on 4 consecutive days) were
isolated by density-gradient centrifugation using Lymphoprep (Axis-Shield PoC
AS, Oslo, Norway) according to the manufacturer’s protocol.

Retroviral vectors

Gene transduction and the tetracycline-inducible gene expression system was
previously described.21 This enables inducible expression of d.a.MKK6 fol-
lowed by either IRES-GFP (HR-GFP) or IRES-Nerve growth factor receptor
(HR-NGFR). cDNA encoding dominant-negative c-Jun (d.n. c-Jun; S63A,
S73A, T91A, and T93A; kindly provided by G. Chen, Medical College of
Wisconsin)22 was subcloned into the HR vectors. To induce gene expression,
1 to 2 mg/mL DOX was added.

Flow cytometry

Flow cytometry analysis was performed as previously described.19 For
a detailed list of antibodies, see the supplemental methods. Sorting and
fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) analyses were carried out on
BD FACSAria and LSRII cytometers. Data were analyzed with FlowJo
software (BD Biosciences).

Reverse-transcriptase polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) and

microarray analysis

Total RNA was isolated using the RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen) according to
the manufacturer’s protocol. For real-time RT-PCR analysis, the SYBR

Green detection system was used (Invitrogen). Microarray analysis was
performed as previously described.23 The whole-gene datasets have been
deposited in the GEO database (accession no. GSE58920). A detailed protocol
and list of primers are described in supplemental Methods.

Western blot

Total cell extracts were prepared as described.21 Proteins from equal numbers
of cells were separated by sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel
electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) and blotted onto polyvinylene difluoride
membrane (Immobilon-P; Millipore, Billerica, MA). Protein detection was
performed with chemiluminescence (SuperSignal WestPico; Pierce Bio-
technology). The detailed protocols and a complete list of antibodies used are
available in supplemental Methods.

In vivo transdifferentiation

Neutrophils from G-CSF–mobilized lysM-EGFP mice (kindly provided by
T. Graf) were obtained from PB. Peritonitis was induced by instillation of 4%
ThG into wild-type mice as described.24 The Animal Care and Use Committee
of the Medical University of Vienna approved all experiments. Typically, 2 to
43 106 GFP1Ly6G1F4/80– neutrophils were injected intraperitoneally 4 hours
postinduction of peritonitis. Peritoneal leukocytes were collected from
the peritoneal cavity and analyzed by FACS. The detailed protocol of
neutrophil isolation and a complete list of antibodies used are available in
supplemental Methods.

Statistics

Statistical analysis was performed using the paired and unpaired, 2-tailed
Student t test.

Results

d.a.MKK6 expression in neutrophils induces a phenotypic shift

to monocytes

We compared endogenous MKK6 levels in neutrophils with
monocytes either generated in vitro or isolated from PB. MKK6
levels were substantially higher in monocytes than in neutrophils
(Figure 1A). We generated G-CSF–dependent neutrophils or M-CSF–
dependent monocytes from CD341 cord blood progenitors and
conditionally expressed d.a.MKK625 in differentiated cells by using
a tetracycline-inducible retroviral system.21 The vast majority of
G-CSF–dependent day11–generated cells representedCD151MPO1

neutrophils with a subset expressing the neutrophil-associated
lysosomal marker molecule lactoferrin (LF26; Figure 1B19). Although
CD15 and MPO are induced early during in vitro granulopoiesis of
CD341 cells, a subset of MPOhi cells subsequently begins to express
the secondary (specific) neutrophil granule marker LF, after in
vitro generated cells had acquired a myelocyte/metamyelocyte
phenotype.27,28 In line with their granulopoietic phenotype, these
cells exhibited robust oxidative burst activity (supplemental
Figure 1A). We analyzed transduced d.a.MKK6-IRES-GFP or empty
control vector cells for hallmark phenotypic characteristics of
neutrophils vs monocytes (ie, LF vs the monocyte marker CD14).
d.a.MKK6 expression in G-CSF–dependent neutrophils resulted
within 48 hours in the generation of LF–CD14himonocytelike cells at
the expense of LF1CD14–/dim and double-negative cells (Figure 1B).
Conversely, d.a.MKK6 expression in M-CSF–dependent monocytes
did not alter percentages of CD141 cells significantly (supplemental
Figure 1B). Thus, MKK6 signaling in G-CSF–dependent human
primary neutrophils induces their differentiation toward a CD14hi

monocytic phenotype. In line with this, mRNA expression levels
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of neutrophil-affiliated transcription factors C/EBPa and Gfi-1
were down-regulated, whereas monocyte-associated transcription
factors c-Jun and MafB were upregulated in d.a.MKK6 expressing
primary neutrophils (Figure 1C). These reciprocal changes of tran-
scription factors were similarly detected at the protein levels
(supplemental Figure 1C).

Proteasomal degradation of C/EBPa and subsequent

de-repression of c-Jun is critical for monocytic cell

differentiation of HL60 cells

Similarly as observed for primary cells (Figure 1), d.a.MKK6
expression in HL60 cells resulted in the induction of CD14 and
CD11b expression and in the acquisition of well-described monocyte/
macrophage-associated morphologic changes such as increased cell
size, ruffled cell shape, and basophilic cytoplasm (Figure 2A).
Moreover, time-course analyses revealed reciprocal regulation of
c-Jun vs C/EBPa proteins within 8 hours in d.a.MKK6-induced
HL60 cells (Figure 2B). Therefore, HL60 cells mimicked primary
cells in phenotypic and transcription factor changes. These de-
velopmentally arrested homogeneous myeloid model cells offer the
advantage to study initial molecular events in d.a.MKK6-mediated
monocytic cell differentiation. c-Jun vs C/EBPa transcription fac-
tor expression changes were found to be p38-dependent but JNK-
independent (ie, impaired by p38 inhibitor but unaffected by JNK
inhibitor; Figure 2B). Short-term (6 hours) d.a.MKK6 expression
was sufficient to induce an approximately fivefold reduction in basal
C/EBPa levels and a reciprocal fourfold increase in c-Jun mRNA
levels (Figure 2C). Because CEBP family members were shown to
be regulated via ubiquitin-proteasome–dependent degradation,29

we tested whether MKK6 activation leads to the downregulation
of C/EBPa levels via proteasomal degradation. Blocking of the
proteasomal pathway by proteasomal inhibitor MG132 indeed led to
the stabilization of C/EBPa levels upon MKK6 signaling, whereas
under control conditions, C/EBPa was degraded as expected
(Figure 2B-D). C/EBPa negatively regulates c-Jun promoter activity
by blocking of c-Jun binding to its own promoter.30 Thus, we ex-
amined whether stabilization of C/EBPa levels inhibits c-Jun upreg-
ulation in response to MKK6. Four hours induction of d.a.MKK6
followed by proteasomal inhibition stabilized C/EBPa levels and
significantly interferedwithMKK6-dependent upregulation of c-Jun
mRNA (Figure 2D, bar diagram). Under control conditions c-Jun
upregulation in response to MKK6 occurred at the expected rate
(Figure 2D-C). Egr-1/Egr-2 positively regulates monocyte gene

expression and counteracts Gfi-1, a granulocyte-associated gene
activated by C/EBPa.13 Inhibition of proteasomal C/EBPa degradation
correlated with the inhibition of Egr-1 induction; conversely, the
downregulation of Gfi-1 was unaffected (supplemental Figure 1D).
Because d.a.MKK6-p38 activation led to the rapid induction of c-Jun
and triggered c-Jun phosphorylation (Figure 2E), we used a dominant-
negative (d.n.)c-Jun22 to analyze whether phosphorylation is func-
tionally required for monocyte differentiation. Hence, HL60 cells
were cotransduced with DOX-inducible d.a.MKK6 and d.n.c-Jun.
d.a.MKK6-induced upregulation of CD14 and CD11b was impaired
in d.n.c-Jun transduced cells relative to control cells (Figure 2E).
Moreover, the expression of d.n.c-Jun failed to restore C/EBPa
levels upon MKK6-p38 signaling (supplemental Figure 1E). As
expected, d.a.MKK6-activation–induced monocyte differentiation
was associated with inhibition of cell proliferation (supplemental
Figure 1F). In conclusion, MKK6-induced monocyte differentiation
of HL60 model cells depends on C/EBPa proteasomal degradation,
resulting in the rapid induction of c-Jun; moreover it is critically
dependent on c-Jun phosphorylation.

Proinflammatory cytokines induce monocytic cell characteristics

of band-stage neutrophils from G-CSF–mobilized blood

GM-CSF, tumor necrosis factor-a (TNFa), and IL-1b belong
to well-documented proinflammatory mediators involved in the
pathogenesis of many inflammatory disorders and were shown
to trigger MKK6-p38 signaling in myeloid cells.31 Expectedly,
GM-CSF/TNFa/IL-1b triggered MKK6 phosphorylation in primary
G-CSF–induced neutrophils (Figure 3A). Furthermore, this cytokine
combination, but not individual cytokines, potently triggered C/EBPa
degradation and c-Jun induction (Figure 3B), associated with the
repression of LF1 neutrophils in favor of CD14hiLF– cells (supple-
mental Figure 2A).These lineage-affiliated transcription factor changes
are in line with data obtained by experimental induction of d.a.MKK6
in primary human neutrophils and HL60 cells (Figures 1 and 2).

Next, we analyzed whether in vivo occurring neutrophils are
similarly capable of acquiring monocytic characteristics in response
to GM-CSF/TNFa/IL-1b stimulation. Administration of G-CSF to
healthy donors mimics left-shifted granulopoiesis. Isolated neutrophils
from G-CSF–mobilized blood mostly show a band-stage neutrophil
phenotype and uniformly expressed CD15 and LF (Figure 3C and
supplemental Figure 3). A significant portion of neutrophils from
mobilized blood but not from normal blood acquired a CD14hiLFlo/–

monocyte phenotype within 5 days upon stimulation with

Figure 1. d.a.MKK6 expression in neutrophils

induces a phenotypic shift to monocytes. (A) MKK6

expression, assessed by western blotting, of neutro-

phils (G) and monocytes (Mo) either generated in vitro

from CD341 cells or isolated from PB. Proteins from

equal numbers of cells were separated by sodium

dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis

(SDS-PAGE), blotted, and probed with anti-MKK6

antibody. (B) Schematic representation of culture con-

ditions; d.a.MKK6-transduced day 11 neutrophils were

analyzed for CD15 vs MPO; 48 hours later NGFR1 cells

(d.a.MKK6 expressing) were analyzed for neutrophil

(LF) vs monocytic (CD14) marker. Bars represent

mean percentages (6 standard deviation [SD]) of 3

independent experiments (*P , .05, **P , .01). (C)

Expression of neutrophil (C/EBPa, Gfi-1) and mono-

cyte (c-Jun, MafB)-associated transcription factors

in FACS-sorted d.a.MKK6-induced or empty-vector

control cells in vitro–generated neutrophils was

assessed after 24 hours by real-time RT-PCR

(means 6 SD of 3 independent experiments).
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GM-CSF/TNFa/IL-1b (Figure 3D). CD14hi cell differentiation from
neutrophils occurred without cell division (Figure 3E), with approx-
imately 70% cell recovery rates at day 5 (Figure 3E). Moreover,
CD14hi cells generated from neutrophils showed strong c-Jun
expression, whereas expression was low in CD14– cell fractions
(Figure 3F). In comparison, freshly isolated LF1 neutrophils lacked
detectable c-Jun expression (Figure 3F, untreated). C/EBPa ex-
pression was also down-regulated in CD14hi cells when compared
with freshly isolated neutrophils and was comparable with expression
levels of freshly isolatedmonocytes (Figure3G). Inhuman, arginase-1 is
constitutively expressed by neutrophils but not bymonocytes.32 CD14hi

cells lacked detectable arginase-1, similarly as observed for freshly
isolated monocytes (Figure 3G). LF–CD14hi cells exhibited ruffled cell
shapes, with a considerable portion of these cells showing a bilobed
nucleus (Figure 4A). In addition, cell size/forward scatter charac-
teristics progressively increased over time forCD14hi cells (Figure 4B),
and CD14hi cells showed higher expression levels of CD15 and
CD11b andmuch lower/undetectable levels ofCD16 andLF than did
freshly isolated neutrophils (Figure 4C). Moreover, day 5–generated
CD14hi cells possessed phagocytic activity similar to freshly isolated
PB monocytes and neutrophils (supplemental Figure 4A).

CD54 is expressed by CFU-GM and is gradually down-regulated
during granulopoiesis, with band-stage and segmented neutrophils ex-
hibiting low/undetectable CD54; conversely, monocytes are CD541.33

Neutrophils from G-CSF–mobilized blood can be FACS-sorted into

CD151CD541 and CD151CD54– fractions, the latter being enriched
for CD14hi cell differentiation potential (Figure 4D and supplemental
Figure 4B). Expectedly, phospho-MKK6 can be detected at higher
levels in sorted CD141monocytelike cells compared with CD14– cells
from the same cultures (day 5; Figure 4E).

In subsequent experiments, we analyzed the lineage relationship of
in vitro–generated CD14hi monocytic cells to bloodmonocytes vs
neutrophils using cDNA microarray gene profiling. CD14hi cells
generated from G-CSF–mobilized CD151CD54– neutrophils exhib-
ited a close resemblance to blood monocytes and are clearly separated
from blood neutrophils as well as from their precursors (ie, CD151

CD54– cells) (Figure 5A). For example, well-known granulocytic
markersCSF3R (G-CSF receptor),DEFA1,DEFA3,ARG1, andGFI-1
were down-regulated in CD14hi progeny compared with neutrophils.
Inversely, monocyte-associated genes CSF1R (M-CSF receptor),
CD68, JUN, andMAFBwere upregulated in CD14hi cells with similar
expression level as observed in PB monocytes (Figure 5B).

G-CSF–mobilized human blood neutrophils
give rise to osteoclasts

Because osteoclasts were previously shown to arise from CD14hi

monocytes/macrophages,34we analyzedwhether neutrophil-derived

Figure 2. d.a.MKK6 expression leads to the modulation of expression levels of lineage-associated transcription factors. (A) HL60 cells transduced with d.a.MKK6

(MKK6) or control (CTRL) were induced with DOX (2 mg/mL). Cell morphology and monocytic marker (CD11b and CD14) expression of HL60 cells after 48 hours of d.a.MKK6

induction are shown (bar 5 10 mm). Mean values 6 SD were calculated from 3 independent experiments (**P , .01, ***P , .001). (B) d.a.MKK6 (MKK6) or control (CTRL)

expressing HL60 cells were induced with DOX (2 mg/mL), and whole-cell extracts from an equal number of cells were analyzed at indicated time points. Blocking of the p38 signaling

pathway by 10 mM SB203580 (p38 inh.) stabilized C/EBPa and inhibited c-Jun expression. JNK signaling pathway inhibition by 10 mM SP600125 (JNK inh.) had no effect. One

representative blot of 3 experiments is shown. (C) Real-time RT-PCR assessment of C/EBPa and c-Jun expression in response to d.a.MKK6 expression. (D) Blocking proteasomal

degradation by MG132 (10 mM) stabilizes C/EBPa. D.a.MKK6 was induced by DOX (2 mg/mL); after 6 hours, a proteasomal block was induced by adding MG132, and

subsequently stabilization of C/EBPa levels was monitored for up to 4 hours (11 to 14 hours). Stabilization of C/EBPa by MG132 interferes with c-Jun mRNA induction in d.a.

MKK6-expressing HL60 cells (**P , .01). (E) c-Jun phosphorylation, assessed by western blotting, in response to d.a.MKK6 expression. Simultaneous d.a.MKK6 and d.n.c-Jun

expression (defined as NGFR1GFP1) impairs the upregulation of CD14 and CD11b. Bars represent mean values 6 SD of 3 independent experiments (*P , .05, **P , .005).
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Figure 3. Proinflammatory cytokines induce neutrophil-to-monocyte reprogramming. (A) Primary G-CSF–induced neutrophilic granulocytes (untreated) were

stimulated with G-CSF (100 ng/mL, lane 2) or proinflammatory cytokines (GM-CSF 10 ng/mL, TNFa 25 ng/mL) plus IL-1b (10 ng/mL;1IL-1b, lane 3) or IL-4 (25 ng/mL;1IL-4,

lane 4). After 72 hours, whole-cell lysates were prepared for western blot analysis. (B) Neutrophils generated as in Figure 1 were stimulated with GM-CSF (10 ng/mL), TNFa

(25 ng/mL), and IL-1b (10 ng/mL) as indicated, and whole-cell extracts were analyzed for c-Jun and C/EBPa protein levels. (C) Neutrophils isolated from G-CSF–mobilized

blood display band-stage neutrophil morphology and are devoid of detectable CD141 and CD341 cells. Freshly isolated neutrophils from G-CSF–mobilized donors were

analyzed by FACS for neutrophil markers (CD15 and LF), the hematopoietic stem/progenitor cell marker CD34, and the monocyte marker CD14. Quadrants were set

according to isotype control stainings. (D) Neutrophils from G-CSF–mobilized, but not normal, donors show a monocytic phenotype in response to proinflammatory cytokines.

After 5 days of stimulation with proinflammatory cytokines (GM-CSF 10 ng/mL, TNFa 25 ng/mL, IL-1b 10 ng/mL) or G-CSF (100 ng/mL), CD151 cells were analyzed for CD14

vs LF expression by FACS. Bars represent mean 6 SD (percentages of phenotypically defined cells; n 5 4 normal and n 5 4 G-CSF mobilized donors; ***P , 0.001,

**P , 0.005). (E) Assessment of cell proliferation of neutrophils in culture. Neutrophils from G-CSF–mobilized donors were labeled with PKH26 (day 0) and further cultivated

in the presence of G-CSF (100 ng/mL) or proinflammatory cytokines (GM-CSF 10 ng/mL, TNFa 25 ng/mL, IL-1b 10 ng/mL) for 5 days. Data are representative of

3 independent experiments. Bars represent mean percent cell recovery at day 5 after culture of neutrophils in the presence of the indicated cytokines (n 5 4). (F) Day

5–stimulated CD14hi cells were separated by magnetic-activated cell sorting (MACS) and analyzed for c-Jun protein expression. (G) Neutrophils from G-CSF–mobilized

blood (PMN), MACS-sorted day 5–stimulated CD14hi cells (CD14hi), and MACS-sorted monocytes from normal blood (Mo) were analyzed for arginase-1 and C/EBPa

expression by RT-PCR. Mean values 6 SD were calculated from 3 independent experiments and donors (*P , .05, ***P , .0001).
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Figure 4. Analysis of CD14hi cells generated from band-stage neutrophils. (A) Neutrophils from G-CSF–mobilized donors were stimulated with proinflammatory

cytokines (GM-CSF 10 ng/mL, TNFa 25 ng/mL, IL-1b 10 ng/mL). At day 5, CD14hi cells were FACS-sorted and cell morphology was assessed (bar 5 20 mm). Data are

representative of 4 independent experiments. (B) Cell morphology and cell size were analyzed by May-Grünwald-Giemsa staining (days 2-7; bar 5 10 mm) or FACS (day 5;

CD141 or LF1 cell subsets were gated and analyzed for forward scatter intensity). (C) Day 5–stimulated neutrophils were gated as indicated and analyzed for the expression

of informative marker molecules. Data are representative of 3 experiments. (D) CD151CD54– neutrophils exhibit increased CD14hi cell differentiation potential. Freshly

isolated neutrophils from G-CSF–mobilized donors were FACS-sorted for CD15 and CD54. CD151CD541 and CD151CD54– neutrophils were stimulated with the cytokines

GM-CSF (10 ng/mL), TNFa (25 ng/mL), and IL-1b (10 ng/mL) for 5 days and analyzed by FACS for CD14 and LF. Bars represent mean6 SD (percentages of phenotypically

defined cells; n 5 3). (E) Neutrophils from G-CSF–mobilized donors were stimulated as in (A) for 5 days. Phospho-MKK6 and MKK6 expression levels were assessed by

western blot comparing proteins from equal number of cells. FACS-sorted CD14hi vs CD14– cells were separately analyzed.
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monocytic cells possess osteoclast potential.Hence, purified neutrophils
were induced to acquire monocyte characteristics in response to 5-day
stimulation with GM-CSF/TNFa/IL-1b (Figure 3D), followed by
subculture in osteoclast differentiation–promoting media (see

scheme, Figure 6). At day 21, TRAP1 giant multinucleated cells
were visible in these cultures (Figure 6, arrowheads). Moreover,
ultrastructural analysis of bovine bone discs after 21 days of culture
revealed numerous pits formed on the surface of the bone (Figure 6).

Figure 5. Transcriptional profiling of neutrophil-derived CD141 monocytic cells. FACS-sorted CD151CD54– neutrophils from G-CSF–mobilized blood were stimulated

with GM-CSF (10 ng/mL)/TNFa (25 ng/mL)/IL-1b (10 ng/mL) for 5 days; subsequently, CD141 cells were FACS-sorted (donors A-D). In addition, normal blood monocytes and

neutrophils (donors G-F) were FACS-sorted from PB. RNA from CD151CD54– neutrophils (day 0; starting population; CD54–), CD141 monocytic cells (day 5; CD141), monocytes

(day 0; Mo), and neutrophils (day 0; Neu) were isolated and processed for hybridization on GeneChip Human 2.0 ST arrays (Affymetrix, Santa Clara, CA). (A) Hierarchical

clustering (euclidean dissimilarity/average linkage; standard normalization) of differential expressed genes (P , .005) is shown. (B) Heat map and hierarchical clustering of

75 granulocyte- and monocyte-associated genes showing gene expression levels from low (blue) to high (red).
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M-CSF/RANKL stimulation of freshly isolated or in vitro G-CSF
pretreated neutrophils (day 5) resulted in massive cell death with no
detectable cells after 21 days. Therefore, osteoclast differentiation
strictly required prestimulation of neutrophils with GM-CSF/TNFa/
IL-1b. Thus, osteoclast differentiation potential of neutrophils
correlates positively with the induction of CD14hi monocytic cells,
suggesting that they arise from monocytic intermediates.

Neutrophils from G-CSF–pretreated mice
acquire a monocytic phenotype in vivo

Cell transfer experiments are required to rigorously test whether
neutrophils can acquire monocytic cell characteristics in vivo.
Thioglycollate (ThG) peritonitis induces a rapid influx of neutrophils
to the peritoneal cavity within a short time. ThG-induced peritoneal
neutrophils can be driven in vitro to develop into F4/801monocytes/
macrophages in response to M-CSF.6 Whether these cells acquire
monocytic cell characteristics in vivo was not analyzed. F4/80 is
a specific monocyte/macrophagemarker, whereas Ly6G specifically
identifies neutrophils.6 Expectedly, we observed high numbers of
neutrophils (F4/80–Ly6G1) and moderate numbers of monocytes/
macrophages (F4/801L6G–) at day 1 after the administration of ThG.
Frequencies of monocytes/macrophages increased at days 2 and 3 as
expected.35 In addition, F4/801Ly6G1 cells appeared at day 1 and
persisted to later time points. Cell sorting revealed that F4/801Ly6G1

cellsweremostly comprised ofmonocytes/macrophageswith a lowper-
centage of neutrophils and very few eosinophils (Figure 7A, gate R2).
We speculated that theymay arise fromLy6G1neutrophils and thuswe
performed cell transfer experiments. GFP1Ly6G1F4/80– neutrophils
were isolated from G-CSF–mobilized lys-EGFP mice.36 Detailed
characterization of GFP1Ly6G1F4/80– neutrophils confirmed their
neutrophilic phenotype (ie, characteristic neutrophilic morphology;
F4/80–) (Figure 7B and supplemental Figure 6). The small portion of
GFP– cells among theneutrophil fractionmainly represented lymphocytes

(B2201 or T-cell receptor-b1; Figure 7B); importantly, no F4/801

monocytic cells were detectable. GFP1Ly6G1F4/80– neutrophils were
transferred to wild-type mice 4 hours postinduction of ThG-peritonitis
by intraperitoneal injection (Figure 7C). Twenty-four hours later,
these cells expressed the monocytic marker F4/80, thus phenotypically
resembling the Ly6G1F4/801 population in Figure 7A. Inversely, the
initially high expression levels of Ly6Gwere reduced on GFP1 cells at
this time point. Time kinetics analyses revealed a successive upregu-
lation of F4/80 and inverse downregulation of Ly6G expression levels
by GFP1 neutrophils within 72 hours after ThG administration
(Figure 7C). A monocytic phenotype of FACS-sorted GFP1F4/801

cells in peritonitis was also confirmed by microscopic examination
(Figure 7D). Taken together, GFP1Ly6G1F4/80– neutrophils acquire
amonocytic phenotype in vivo in ThG-induced peritonitis. Side-by-side
staining revealed similar populations of F4/801CD11b1 cells among
gated Ly6G1 cells in ThG peritonitis, a mouse model of bacterial
infection, and in the K/BxN mouse model of rheumatoid arthritis
(supplemental Figure 5).

Discussion

We here demonstrated that human in vitro–generated G-CSF–
dependent neutrophilic granulocytes acquire monocytic cell
characteristics in response to MKK6-p38 activation. Neutrophil-
derived monocytic cell generation modeled in HL60 cells required
proteasomal degradation of C/EBPa and was at least in part mediated
by c-Jun induction and c-Jun phosphorylation (see hypothetical
model in supplemental Figure 7). Furthermore, we demonstrated
to our knowledge for the first time that adoptively transferred
GFP1 neutrophils from G-CSF–treated mice are capable of rapidly
acquiring amonocytic phenotype in response to inflammatory signals in
vivo. Accordingly, human G-CSF–mobilized band-stage neutrophils
possessed monocytic cell and osteoclast differentiation potential in
response to proinflammatory cytokines in vitro. Together our data

Figure 6. Neutrophils from G-CSF–mobilized blood

can be induced to acquire osteoclast phenotype.

Neutrophils from G-CSF–mobilized donors were stim-

ulated with GM-CSF (10 ng/mL)/TNFa (25 ng/mL)/

IL-1b (10 ng/mL) for 5 days, followed by a culture

period in osteoclast-promoting conditions (M-CSF,

25 ng/mL; RANKL, 100 ng/mL). TRAP (lower left;

original magnification 310) and immunofluorescence

(upper right; nuclei, blue; actin, red; original magnifi-

cation340) at day 21 of osteoclast culture identify cells

with osteoclast phenotype (arrowheads). Lower right:

Secondary cultures were initiated on bovine bone

discs, and lacunae formation was assessed by scan-

ning electron microscopy (bar 5 100 mm). The insert

shows a single osteoclast (bar 5 10 mm) with several

lacunae in its surrounding area. Data are representa-

tive of 3 experiments.
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indicate that upon immigration into inflammatory sites, left-shifted
(band-stage) neutrophils derived from the bone marrow storage
pool acquire a monocytic phenotype in response to inflammatory
cytokine-mediated MKK6-p38 pathway activation.

We showed that GFP-marked murine neutrophils develop into
monocytic cells via F4/801Ly6G1 intermediates in vivo when
injected intraperitoneally in a peritonitis model 4 hours after ThG
administration. Percentages of peritoneal GFP1 cells dropped to half
between day 1 vs day 3, most likely because of a relative numeric
increase of endogenous neutrophils. Nevertheless, given the high
frequency and transient presence of endogenous F4/801Ly6G1 cells

(10% at day 1, gradual disappearance at days 2-3), it is likely that
large percentages of immigrated neutrophils convert into monocytic
cells in this model. The persistence of GFP1 neutrophils until day 3
in the inflammatory lesion is in line with previous data showing that
although the half-life of circulating neutrophils is rather short (;1
day) their tissue half-life is shown to be 6 to 15 times longer than that
of circulating neutrophils.37

We found that large percentages of human CD151CD54–

neutrophils from G-CSF– mobilized blood possess monocytic cell
differentiation potential. Because CD54 is known to be lost during
terminal differentiation of human neutrophils,33,38 our data indicate

Figure 7. Emergence of neutrophils-derived monocytic cells in vivo. (A) Morphology of peritoneal lavage cells at day 1 after peritonitis induction. Leukocyte subpopulations

from peritoneal lavage fluid (PLF) were FACS-sorted for Ly6G–F4/801 (R1), Ly6G1F4/801 (R2), and Ly6G1F4/80– (R3) and analyzed by May-Grünwald-Giemsa staining (bar 5

10 mm). Percentages of cells were calculated (M, monocytes/macrophages; G, neutrophilic granulocytes; Eos, eosinophilic granulocytes). Representative cell morphology is

shown. (B) Histomorphologic examination of GFP1Ly6G1F4/80– neutrophils before transfer into ThG-induced mice (bar 5 10 mm). FACS histograms: GFP-nonexpressing cells

were gated and analyzed for the expression of TCRb and B220. (C) Time-dependent conversion of GFP1Ly6G1F4/80– neutrophils from G-CSF–mobilized mice to monocytelike

cells in vivo. PB GFP1Ly6G1F4/80– neutrophils were isolated from lys-EGFPmice after treatment with G-CSF (upper diagram). Peritonitis in C57BL/6J wild-type mice was induced

by intraperitoneal injection of 4% ThG. GFP1Ly6G1F4/80– neutrophils were transferred by intraperitoneal injection 4 hours postinduction of peritonitis. The phenotype of GFP1

cells in PLF was analyzed at indicated time points by FACS for Ly6G and F4/80 expression. Representative from 2 independent experiments are shown. (D) Histomorphologic

analysis of sorted GFP1F4/801 monocytelike cells from PLF at day 2 of peritonitis (original magnification 320).
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that the most differentiated neutrophil fraction in G-CSF–mobilized
blood possesses enriched monocytic cell differentiation potential.
These cells mainly exhibit band-stage morphology. Our observation
that neutrophils from steady-state PB lack similar in vitro monocyte
differentiation potential indicates that mobilized neutrophils possess
higher differentiation plasticity. In severe and persistent in-
flammation or after mobilization after G-CSF treatment, mobi-
lized neutrophils have been proposed to be functionally different
compared with steady-state neutrophils.39-42 In addition, G-CSF–
mobilized band-stage neutrophils were shown to exhibit enhanced
survival in vitro and in vivo.43,44

The use of a myeloid model cell line was instrumental for
studying the initial intracellular signaling events in response to
DOX-induced d.a.MKK6 expression. HL-60 cells showed qualita-
tively the same changes of several granulocyte/monocyte-affiliated
transcription factors as did primary granulopoietic cells. Our data are
congruent with previous strong C/EBPa expression by neutrophils
and C/EBPa expression level–dependent regulation of neutrophil vs
monocytes/macrophage differentiation.45 Moreover, previous stud-
ies revealed that modulation of c-Jun levels inversely regulated
neutrophil vs monocyte lineage choice decisions of primary murine
hematopoietic progenitor cells.46 Using this HL60 differentiation
model, we additionally found that d.a.MKK6-induced neutrophil-to-
monocyte reprogramming is p38-dependent but JNK-independent.
In line with this, p38 can function as the upstream kinase for c-Jun.47

Although previous studies showed JNK to be the key kinase
phosphorylating c-Jun at S63/S73,22 c-Jun functionwas shown to be in-
dependent of JNK-mediated phosphorylation in monocytopoiesis.48

C/EBPa, MafB, Gfi-1, and Egr-1 participate together with c-Jun in
a transcription factor network during inflammatory cytokine-
mediated monocytic cell differentiation from neutrophils. Because
these mechanistic data mainly relied on HL60 cells, more extensive
future studies need to be performed in primary cells.

We here showed that G-CSF–mobilized blood neutrophils
differentiate into CD14hic-Jun1 cells in response to GM-CSF/
TNFa/IL-1b stimulation and that these cells exhibit enhanced levels
of phospo-MKK6 expression. Global gene expression analysis con-
firmed a close resemblance of these cells with blood monocytes as
well as a clear separation from blood neutrophils or CD151CD54–

starting cells. Substitution of IL-1b by IL-4 (ie, GM-CSF/TNFa/
IL-4) resulted in weakMKK6 activation by neutrophils (Figure 3A).
Therefore, IL-4 may induce alternatively activated macrophage
(M2) or DC differentiation from neutrophils, as opposed to the
aforementioned description of p38-driven CD14hi inflammatory
monocytes/macrophages. In support of this notion,MKK6 activation
resulted in the rapid acquisition of the T-cell costimulatory molecule
CD86, along with enhancement of T-cell stimulatory capacity in
myeloid cells (supplemental Figure 2B-C).

We chose to stimulate neutrophils withGM-CSF, TNFa1 IL-1b
because this cytokine combinationwas previously reported to trigger
MKK6-p38 signaling in myeloid cells.31 GM-CSF, TNFa1 IL-1b
abundantly occur in the synovial fluid of patients with rheumatoid
arthritis, and these cytokines were previously used as an equivalent
of synovial fluid in experimental in vitro studies of RA path-
ogenesis.49,50 TLR triggering may substitute for IL-1b given shared
downstream signaling together, with the demonstration that TLR
stimulation induces monocyte differentiation from murine pro-
genitor cells.18 Future studies should compare TLR ligands vs IL-1b
in the presence or absence of specific cosignals to better define the
signals capable of monocyte differentiation from G-CSF–mobilized
band-stage neutrophils.

We demonstrated here that neutrophils from G-CSF–mobilized
blood can give rise to osteoclasts. Several studies previously showed
that G-CSF promotes osteopenia,51,52 and transgenic mice encoding
human G-CSF developed osteoporosis with increased osteoclast
activity.53 Consistently, mononuclear cells from G-CSF–mobilized
blood showed higher osteoclast differentiation potential than those
isolated from healthy controls,54 and G-CSF augments osteoclast
formation in vitro.51 Moreover, G-CSF treatment can exacerbate
arthritis, and rheumatoid arthritis is associated with elevated serum
G-CSF levels,55 whereas G-CSF receptor–deficient mice are refractory
to collagen-induced arthritis.56 Of note, arthritis patients contain
increased percentages of activated neutrophils, and these cells may rep-
resent a major reservoir of osteoclasts in psoriatic arthritis patients.57

In support for a role of MKK6 in osteoclastogenesis, d.a.MKK6
was shown to enhance the survival of osteoclasts,58 and osteoclast
differentiation as well as arthritis activity were diminished in
MKK6 knockout mice.59

Although we show here that MKK6-p38 activation is sufficient
to induce neutrophil-to-monocytic cell differentiation, we did
not address whether it is also required. Because of instability, small-
molecule p38 inhibitors could not be added toprolonged differentiation
cultures; moreover, mice double-deficient for MKK3/6 (redundant
upstream activators of p38) die of embryonic lethality,60 leaving this
question open.

Several pathways of macrophage differentiation have been
described thus far: monocyte-derived macrophages61; hema-
topoietic progenitor-cell–derived macrophages62; and bone marrow–
independent macrophages that proliferate in situ.63,64 Monocyte/
macrophage differentiation from G-CSF–mobilized band-stage
neutrophils in response to inflammatory signals appears to constitute
a distinct pathway of monocyte/macrophage differentiation.
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